Don’t know what to say?
Let’s talk about it.

LET’S TALK
To register, please visit http://eppic.la.psu.edu.

LET’S TALK: INTERMEDIATE ENGLISH SPEAKING GROUP · MEETS WEEKLY

Let’s Talk is a weekly speaking group designed to provide language support for J-1 Visiting Scholars. Each session features a lesson on vocabulary, pronunciation, and helpful expressions, along with time to practice speaking through activities and cultural discussions.

September
Meeting People: Greetings, Introductions, and Leave-Taking – September 14
Chatting with Americans: Using Small Talk to Connect – September 21
Making American Friends: Extending and Responding to Invitations – September 28

October
Talking with Academics: Explaining Your Research – October 5
Eating Around State College: Dining at Restaurants – October 12
Getting Around State College: Asking and Giving Directions – October 19
Driving Around State College: Getting a Car and a License – October 26

November
Living Around State College: Dealing with Housing and Landlords – November 2
Medical Care Around State College: Going to Doctors’ Offices and Pharmacies – November 9
Traveling Beyond State College: Planning and Taking Trips in the United States – November 16

MONDAYS AT 9:30 A.M. ONLINE VIA ZOOM
HOUR 1: LANGUAGE LESSON, DISCUSSION
HOUR 2: ACTIVITIES AND PRACTICE (OPTIONAL)
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